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Interest Rate Products Sector

Preview

On December 15-16, 2020, the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) voted to 

maintain the target range of the Effective Federal Funds Rate (EFFR) at 0.00-25.00 

bps. The committee also reaffirmed its commitment to the continued purchases of 

treasuries and commercial and residential mortgage-backed securities at its current 

pace to support market functions. Additionally, repo and reverse repo operations 

would continue as previously expected. The following write up is a summary of the 

Fed minutes released on January 6, 2020.

Developments in Financial Markets and Open Market Operations

The System Open Market Account (SOMA) manager began the meeting by 

addressing the current market sentiment. The improved market sentiment during 

the inter-meeting period can be attributed to the reduced uncertainty related to the 

U.S. Presidential Election and positive vaccine news subdued the effects of rising 

pandemic cases. Corporate credit spreads tightened in the fourth quarter especially 

among lower-rated firms and sectors most affected by the pandemic and social 

distancing guidelines, such as hospitality. The back end of the Treasury curve has 

risen respectively mostly due to an increase in inflation expectations. Global equity 

indexes continued to rise causing the U.S. dollar to depreciate further against a 

majority of G-20 currencies. Although the SOMA account manager maintained a 

positive outlook, market participants called attention to the effects of the current 

risks remaining elevated and will stay at that level until the market sees substantial 

pandemic progress in terms of case count and vaccine distribution. Conclusions 

from the Open Market Desk surveys of dealers and market participants noted that 

the most likely timing of a range increase for the federal funds rate, was the first half 

of 2024 while keeping in mind the Fed’s dual mandate. Survey responses also 

indicated a revision of guidance, which was seen during Chair Powell’s press 

conference. The new guidance followed the form of “qualitative, outcome-based 

guidance tied to inflation, the unemployment rate, or both” according to the minutes. 

Following the Fed meeting and subsequent press conference, when asked about 

purchase tapering, Chair Powell echoed the minutes by ensuring investors that: “we 

will say so, undoubtedly, well in advance of any time when we would actually 

consider gradually tapering the pace of purchases.” Approval was received from 

The Chair to extend the temporary U.S. dollar liquidity swap arrangements and 

temporary Foreign and International Monetary Authorities (FIMA) Repo Facility 

through September 2021. These facilities would contribute to the continued 

functioning of the dollar funding markets and treasury securities markets.

Staff Review of the Economic Situation

Current COVID-19 prevention measures and pandemic data continue to affect 

economic activity and data. Data released before the December 15-16, 2020 

meeting indicated that U.S. real GDP was continuing to recover while still below its 

third-quarter growth rate. Labor markets also continued to improve in the latter half 

of the year, with unemployment continuing to fall despite being far above pre-

pandemic levels. Total PCE price inflation finished at 1.20% over the 12.00 month

period ending in October and continued to be held down due to weak demand
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across sectors. Consumer sentiment, measured by both the University of 

Michigan survey and the Conference Board, moved lower since October, 

however, both metrics were above their respective April reports. In the drilling and 

mining sector, crude oil and natural gas rig operations continued to move in a 

positive direction, however, the numbers were lower than expected as low oil 

prices have reflected the drilling investment size. The Committee seems to have 

continued their same mildly bearish tone from the previous meeting, as the 

unemployment rate and subdued growth are overarching the small growth 

prospects. The Sector is hopeful that the Committee can elaborate on the current 

production goals and its viewpoint on the fourth-quarter unemployment rate.

Staff Review of the Financial Situation

The financial market sentiment improved over the inter-meeting period as positive 

news regarding the COVID-19 vaccine and a U.S. election outcome mitigated a 

majority of other risks. The second round of additional stimulus was an important 

point for the Committee in the minutes and the meeting. The new stimulus has 

contributed to the steeper U.S. Treasury yield curve, and a broad dollar 

depreciation, both of which have been markers throughout the pandemic for 

stimulus effectiveness. The Effective Federal Funds Rate (EFFR) and the 

Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR) have remained close since the last 

meeting, at 8.00 bps and 9.00 bps respectively. Commercial and Industrial loans 

contracted in the fourth quarter of 2020, signaling a paydown of loan balances and 

the start of the Paycheck Protection Program loan forgiveness section. Agency 

commercial mortgage-backed security (AMBS) spreads remained narrow with 

strong issuance in October and November. Non-agency CMBS spreads fell in the 

same timespan and mortgage rates remanded historically low as they continue to 

support strong loan originations around the country.

Staff Economic Outlook

Also released with the December minutes was the Summary of Economic 

Projections (SEP), made by the FOMC. Real GDP growth was revised upwards to 

4.20% in 2021 while the unemployment rate was revised downwards relative to 

the September reading to 5.00% in 2021. The Sector will be watching closely in 

the March SEP for a clearer reading of the unemployment rate, as the fourth 

quarter of 2020 saw it remain steady at 6.70%. Inflation was revised down 

minimally and is still projected to finish the year well below long term goals.

Participants’ Views on Current Conditions and the Economic Outlook

Echoing the Staff Review of the Economic Situation, the current conditions and 

outlook stem from the coronavirus pandemic and its impact on the volatility of 

global markets. The pandemic was the main focus in the Summary of Economic 

Projections (SEP) and participants noted the human and economical challenges 

that the pandemic will continue to offer. Observations were made in the SEP that 

the economy was, however, on the right path to recovery, but still very far away 

from the proper conditions mandated by the Federal Reserve. Vaccine news was 

seen as a positive driver and a large factor for the medium-term outlook, for the 

time being. Fiscal programs also were an additional talking point, as participants 

noted the combination of lowered household spending with increased household 

saving. In the labor market, participants recounted the number of unemployed
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workers that had been permanently laid off had increased substantially in recent 

months. This statistic, however, did not entice the participants to revise their 

projections. Downward inflation pressure is expected to abate this year according 

to the participants as vaccine distribution and fiscal programs will help support 

economic activity. An important distinction made by the participants was the 

balance of risks: “...a number of participants saw risks to economic activity as 

more balanced than earlier. Still, participants saw significant uncertainties 

regarding how quickly the deployment of vaccines would proceed...” The risks of 

the upcoming year, according to the participants, are beginning to see an end. As 

some risks subside, such as the U.S. election, Brexit agreements, and vaccines, 

the prospect of a market correction and inflation issues still linger. On the subject 

of asset purchases, the participants noted that “the current composition of 

purchases, although a couple of participants indicated that they were open to 

weighting purchases of Treasury securities toward longer maturities. Participants 

generally judged that the asset purchase program as structured was providing 

very significant policy accommodation.”

Sector Outlook

The Federal Reserve Minutes released on January 6, 2020, were in line with the 

Sector’s expectations. The main focus before the December meeting was the 

purchase composition and the possibility of a change in maturity weighting. The 

Sector believed that the Fed was not going to be entertaining these thoughts in 

the press conference because the current Fed balance sheet was aiding the 

market in its operations to the fullest extent. Past Federal Reserve actions during 

the pandemic have given investors a sense of security and forthcomingness, and 

the Sector believed that even if the market was talking about the possibility of 

weighted average maturity (WAM), the Fed would have no ground to change a 

smooth operation. In the coming months, the Sector will be focusing on three main 

themes to see how the Fed responds. First, with the confirmation of President-

Elect Joe Biden, an entirely democratic government will be holding the reins to the 

government and with that, fiscal stimulus. The Sector will be keeping a close eye 

on the possibility of additional stimulus packages and subsequent changes to Fed 

policy if needed. Second, the change in President will mean Treasury Secretary-

Elect and former Fed Chair Janet Yellen will begin her term. Current Fed Chair 

Powell has stated multiple times that he and Secretary Yellen have worked well 

together in the past and he believes that the two of them and their dovish 

sentiments will help drive economic recovery further with a united front. The 

Sector will watch Treasury movements and a possible resurgence of fiscal 

programs that have expired under Secretary Mnuchin. Lastly, within the fourth 

quarter SEP, we saw a plateauing of the unemployment rate, however, data later 

concluded a poor jobless claims rate. The Sector will be listening to Chair Powell 

and other FOMC members regarding possible changes in the unemployment rate 

estimates after jobless claims data may be reversing course.
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Below is an analysis of the top quantitative and qualitative words used in the 

Federal Reserve Minutes during three separate meetings. The three meetings are 

chosen to represent a change in Fed language during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Fed Minutes Report

Word April 28-29, 2020 November 4-5, 2020 December 15-16, 2020

Generally 2.00 13.00 9.00

Most 16.00 19.00 16.00

Major 3.00 2.00 2.00

Many 16.00 15.00 12.00

Several 9.00 16.00 9.00

Few 6.00 17.00 4.00

Long 16.00 22.00 23.00

Short 12.00 7.00 5.00

Qualitative 0.00 2.00 3.00

Recovery 6.00 12.00 8.00

Slow 6.00 10.00 7.00


